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Figure 1. Given a monocular, in-the-wild video of a sign-language sign, SGNify automatically reconstructs a 3D body with accurate hand
pose, facial motion, and body pose. Note that motion blur obscures the finger articulations in several video frames; this is a common
problem. Our novel linguistic priors enable accurate 3D reconstruction despite such image degradation.

Abstract

Sign language (SL) is the primary method of communica-
tion for the 70 million Deaf people around the world. Video
dictionaries of isolated signs are a core SL learning tool.
Replacing these with 3D avatars can aid learning and en-
able AR/VR applications, improving access to technology
and online media. However, little work has attempted to
estimate expressive 3D avatars from SL video; occlusion,
noise, and motion blur make this task difficult. We address
this by introducing novel linguistic priors that are univer-
sally applicable to SL and provide constraints on 3D hand
pose that help resolve ambiguities within isolated signs.
Our method, SGNify, captures fine-grained hand pose, fa-
cial expression, and body movement fully automatically
from in-the-wild monocular SL videos. We evaluate SGNify
quantitatively by using a commercial motion-capture sys-
tem to compute 3D avatars synchronized with monocular
video. SGNify outperforms state-of-the-art 3D body-pose-
and shape-estimation methods on SL videos. A perceptual
study shows that SGNify’s 3D reconstructions are signifi-
cantly more comprehensible and natural than those of pre-
vious methods and are on par with the source videos. Code
and data are available at sgnify.is.tue.mpg.de.

1. Introduction

It is estimated that over 466 million people have dis-
abling hearing loss [13] and more than 70 million people
use sign language (SL) as their primary means of commu-
nication [52]. Increasing use of digital communication mo-
tivates research on capturing, understanding, modeling, and
synthesizing expressive 3D SL avatars. Existing datasets
and dictionaries used in SL recognition (SLR), translation
(SLT), and production (SLP) are primarily limited to 2D
video because the technology required to capture 3D move-
ment is prohibitively expensive, requires expertise to oper-
ate, and may limit the movements of the signer. Dictionar-
ies of isolated signs are a core SL learning tool, and many
SLs have online 2D video dictionaries. The Deaf commu-
nity is actively seeking 3D dictionaries of isolated signs to
aid learning [40]. The current approach to creating such
3D signing dictionaries is fully manual, requiring an artist
or a HamNoSys [21] expert, and the resulting avatars often
move unnaturally [3]. We aim to automatically reconstruct
expressive 3D signing avatars from monocular SL video,
which we term Sign Language Capture (SLC). We focus on
SLC of isolated signs.

3D reconstruction of human pose and shape has received
significant attention, but accurate 3D hand-pose estimation
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remains challenging from in-the-wild video. Challenges
include the high number of degrees of freedom present
in hands [5], frequent occurrence of self-contact and self-
occlusions [37, 46], low resolution, and motion blur caused
by fast motions [50] that cause hand pose to be unrecogniz-
able in many frames (see Fig. 1). To address these issues,
we exploit the linguistic nature of SL itself to develop novel
priors that help disambiguate hand poses in SL videos, lead-
ing to accurate 3D reconstructions. This is a novel use of
linguistic “side information” to improve 3D reconstruction.

Based on hand movements and poses, Battison [4] de-
fines five linguistic classes that contain all SL signs. We
build on that work to define eight classes and formalize
these as mathematical priors on 3D hand shape. We com-
bine Battison’s first two classes and place all one-handed
signs in class 0, while two-handed signs are arranged in
classes 1, 2, or 3, depending on how the non-dominant hand
participates in the articulation of the sign. We then divide
each of these four classes into two subclasses depending on
whether the pose of the active hand(s) changes during the
articulation of the sign. We introduce two class-dependent
SL linguistic constraints that capture 1) symmetry and 2)
hand-pose invariance. Under Battison’s SL symmetry con-
dition [4], when both hands actively move, the articulation
of the fingers must be identical; the same is true for one
class of two-handed signs in which only the dominant hand
moves. We formalize this concept as a regularization term
that encourages the pose of the two hands to be similar for
such signs. Coupling the hand poses in this way effectively
increases the image evidence for a pose, which improves
estimates for challenging videos. Our invariance constraint
uses the observation that hand pose is either static or transi-
tions smoothly from one pose to another during the articu-
lation of the sign; other significant changes to hand pose are
not common in SL. Specifically, we extract a characteris-
tic “reference pose sequence” (RPS) to describe each local
hand pose during the sign articulation, and we penalize dif-
ferences between the RPS and the estimated hand pose in
each frame. These two priors of symmetry and hand-pose
invariance are universally applicable to all sign languages.

The hands alone, however, are not sufficient to accu-
rately reproduce SL. Information is conveyed holistically
in SL through hand gestures, facial expressions, and upper-
body movements in 3D space. To combine these, we use a
3D whole-body model, SMPL-X [41], that jointly models
this information (see Fig. 1).

Our novel hand-pose constraints are formulated to be
incorporated into the loss function for training a neu-
ral network regressor or into the objective function of
optimization-based methods. In general, optimization-
based methods are more computationally intensive but pro-
duce more accurate results when limited training data is
available, so we take this approach here and build on the

SMPLify-X method [41]. To appropriately incorporate our
terms into the objective function, we need to know the class
of the sign. We train a simple model that extracts features
from the raw video and determines the class to which the
depicted sign belongs. While SMPLify-X is a good foun-
dation for the hands and body, we find that it does not cap-
ture expressive facial motions well. Consequently, we use a
more expressive face regressor, SPECTRE [19], to capture
the face parameters. We call our method SGNify.

To quantitatively evaluate SGNify, we capture a native
German (DGS) signer with a frontal RGB camera synchro-
nized with a 54-camera Vicon motion capture system and
recover ground-truth meshes from the Vicon markers [34].
We run SGNify on the RGB video and compute 3D vertex-
to-vertex (V2V) error between our resulting avatars and the
ground-truth meshes. We find that SGNify reconstructs
SMPL-X meshes more accurately than the competition.

We conduct a perceptual evaluation in which we present
proficient signers with a video of either an estimated
SMPL-X avatar or the real-person source video and task
them with identifying the sign being performed. Partici-
pants also rate their ease in recognizing the sign and the nat-
uralness of the articulation. Our results show that SGNify
reconstructs 3D signs that are as recognizable as the original
videos and consistently more recognizable, easier to under-
stand, and more natural than the existing state of the art. We
also evaluate SGNify in a multi-view setting and on contin-
uous signing videos. Despite not being designed for the
latter, SGNify captures the meaning in continuous SL.

SGNify represents a step towards the automatic recon-
struction of natural 3D avatars from sign-language videos.
Our key contribution is the introduction of novel linguistic
priors that are universal and helpful to constrain the problem
of hand-pose estimation from SL video. SGNify is designed
to work on video from different SL dictionaries across lan-
guages, backgrounds, people, trimming, image resolution,
and framing, as visible in Sup. Mat. and in the video on
our project page. This capability is critical to capture 3D
signing at scale, which will enable progress on learning SL
avatars. Our code and motion-capture dataset are available
for research purposes at sgnify.is.tue.mpg.de.

2. Related Work
Expressive 3D Humans From RGB Images: Until re-
cently, human-pose estimation has focused on the estima-
tion of 2D [12] or 3D [51] joints of the hands and body,
as well as those of facial features [6] from single images.
In addition to methods that estimate a sparse set of land-
marks, there are multiple methods that estimate the param-
eters of morphable models for the hand [22, 32, 36, 58],
face [11,16,18,20], and body [8,25,27–29,33,39,57]. The
advent of expressive 3D body models like SMPL-X [41],
Adam [26], and GHUM [54] has enabled research on esti-
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mating the full 3D body surface [9, 17, 41, 44, 49, 53, 55].
Such body models are ideal for representing the expressive-
ness of SL but have rarely been applied to this domain [30].
Human Pose for Sign Language: To enable detailed 3D
pose estimation from images, How2Sign [14] provides 3D
skeleton reconstructions for three hours of data captured in
a Panoptic Studio [24]. However, the skeletal representa-
tion lacks the richness of a full 3D body model and omits
surface details that are important for communication [38].
Kratimenos et al. [30] use SMPLify-X to estimate 3D pose
and shape on the GSLL sign-language dataset [48]. They
compare SL recognition accuracy using features from raw
RGB images, OpenPose [7] 2D skeletons, and SMPL-X
bodies and observe the best automated recognition results
with SMPL-X, illustrating the benefit of using a 3D model.
They also highlight the importance of capturing the face and
body; in an ablation study, they show that neglecting the
face and body harms recognition accuracy [30]. However,
their SMPL-X reconstructions use existing off-the-shelf
methods and lack visual realism. SMPLify-X [41] and other
recent 3D pose-reconstruction methods [17, 44], as well as
keypoint detectors, struggle when applied to SL video due
to challenging self-occlusion, hand–hand and hand–body
interactions [38], motion blur [50], and cropping inherent
to SL. SignPose [31] is a 3D-pose-lifting method for SL;
it uses manually created synthetic SL animations to infer
a textured avatar from single RGB images. SignPose re-
quires all OpenPose keypoints above the pelvis to be de-
tected, which is unrealistic in noisy SL videos. We address
these challenges by incorporating sign-language knowledge
in the form of linguistic constraints. Since the early 2000s,
the integration of linguistic information has been known to
be beneficial to both SLR [10] and SLP [35], but this strat-
egy has not previously been applied to SLC.

3. Method
We introduce SGNify, an offline method for reconstruct-

ing 3D body shape and pose of SL from monocular RGB
video. SGNify centers around a key insight: SL signs
follow universal linguistic rules that can be formulated as
class-specific priors and used to improve hand-pose estima-
tion. Our full pipeline is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1. SMPLify-SL: Baseline for Sign-Language Video

Our baseline method builds on SMPLify-X [41], which
estimates SMPL-X [41] parameters from RGB images.
SMPL-X is a 3D body model, representing whole-body
pose and shape, including finger articulations and facial ex-
pressions. SMPL-X is a function, M(θ, β, ψ), parameter-
ized by body pose θ (including hand pose θh), body shape
β, and facial expressions ψ, that outputs a 3D body mesh.

To create a strong baseline, we extend SMPLify-X to
video by adapting it in the following ways: (1) We cope

with the upper-body framing typical of SL videos by chang-
ing the heuristic used for camera initialization and the es-
timation of the out-of-view lower-body joints. (2) Since
human motion is locally smooth in time, we initialize
θt ∈ R|θ| with θt−1 and include a zero-velocity loss on
the hands and body to encourage smooth reconstructions.
(3) We estimate shape parameters (β) over multiple frames
by taking the median of the parameter estimates and not-op-
timizing them during the per-frame reconstruction. (4) To
better capture the frequent hand–hand and hand–body in-
teractions (mainly with the face and the chest), we em-
ploy the more robust self-contact loss of Müller et al. [39]
instead of the original SMPLify-X interpenetration term.
(5) For each frame, we pre-compute the facial expressions
(ψ) and jaw poses with SPECTRE [19]. These parameters
are substituted into SMPL-X at the end of the optimization.
SPECTRE can be swapped for any method whose expres-
sion parameters are consistent with those of SMPL-X , e.g.,
EMOCA [11]. We denote the baseline SMPLify-SL.

3.2. Linguistic Constraints

State-of-the-art optimization- and regression-based hu-
man pose estimation methods struggle on SL video, par-
ticularly with the estimation of hand pose. We address
this challenge by formulating linguistic constraints as ad-
ditional losses on hand pose and integrating them into the
SMPLify-SL objective function. First, we adapt the five
sign-classification and morpheme-structure conditions in-
troduced for American Sign Language (ASL) by Batti-
son [4] to divide signs into four primary classes:
Class 0: one-handed signs in which only the dominant hand
articulates the sign.
Class 1: two-handed signs in which both hands are active.
They share the same poses and perform the same movement
in a synchronous or alternating pattern. This class includes
all signs that follow Battison’s symmetry condition [4].
Class 2: two-handed signs in which the dominant hand is
active, the non-dominant hand is passive (its position and
pose do not change during the articulation of the sign), and
the two hands have the same initial pose.
Class 3: two-handed signs in which the dominant hand is
active, the non-dominant hand is passive, and the two hands
have different hand poses. All signs in this class follow
Battison’s dominance condition [4].

We further divide each class into two subclasses: sub-
class a contains signs in which the hand pose of the active
hand(s) does not change throughout the articulation of the
sign (static), and subclass b contains all signs in which the
hand pose changes (transitioning).

Note that the division into these classes is not limited to
ASL; Eccarius et al. [15] show that the phonological and
prosodic properties of ASL can be successfully transferred
to other sign-language lexicons.
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Figure 2. Given a video of a sign-language (SL) sign as input, our method preprocesses the data to first extract 2D keypoints. The hand
keypoints are used to select candidate frames for estimating the reference hand poses (θhref ,i, θ

h
ref ,f , and, for static hand poses, also θhref ). The

initial and final reference hand poses (θhref ,i and θhref ,f ), together with wrist-keypoint features detected across the sequence, are then fed into
our sign-group classifier, which automatically classifies signs in monocular SL video into six groups based on linguistic rules universally
applicable to SL [4]. Using the predicted group labels and the relevant reference hand poses, SGNify applies the appropriate linguistic
constraints to improve SL 3D hand-pose estimation, especially when the video frame is ambiguous.

Class
Hand-Pose
Symmetry

Hand-Pose Invariance
Dominant Non-dominant

0a ✗ static ✗

0b ✗ transitioning ✗

1a ✓ static static
1b ✓ transitioning transitioning
2a ✓ static static
2b ✗ transitioning static
3a ✗ static static
3b ✗ transitioning static

Table 1. Linguistic constraints defining the eight sign classes.

We then convert these linguistic classes into two 3D
pose constraints: hand-pose symmetry and hand-pose in-
variance. Signs in the same class share the same constraints
(see Tab. 1 and Tab. S.1 in Sup. Mat.).

Below we describe only the new terms added to the
SMPLify-X objective. Please see Sup. Mat. for the full
SGNify objective.

3.2.1 Hand-Pose Symmetry

We encourage the left and right hand poses to match for the
relevant classes (classes 1a, 1b, and 2a in Tab. 1):

Ls = λs||θrt − r(θlt)||22, (1)

where θrt is the finger articulation of the right hand, and
r(θlt) is a reflection function to represent the articulation of
the fingers of the left hand as if it were a right hand. This
loss penalizes differences in finger poses between the hands.

3.2.2 Hand-Pose Invariance

Each sign has a characteristic reference hand pose sequence
(RPS). The RPS defines the hand pose that we expect at
each time t during the articulation of the sign. The hand-
pose-invariance constraint penalizes differences between
the reference hand pose θhref,t ∈ RPSh and the estimated
hand pose θht :

Lh
i = λi||θhref,t − θht ||22, (2)

where h represents either the left or the right hand.
Throughout each sign, the hand pose either stays static

or transitions between two poses. When static, only one
hand pose, θhref , is representative of the RPS. Signs where
the hand pose is transitioning are characterized by two ref-
erence hand poses, θhref ,i and θhref ,f , corresponding respec-
tively to the initial and final poses. We interpolate θhref ,i and
θhref ,f with spherical linear interpolation [45] to obtain in-
termediate poses. We presently do not consider signs with
repeated hand-pose transitions, e.g., STORY in ASL, which
occur in a small percentage of signs (∼3%).

3.3. Automatization

To work fully automatically, SGNify must 1) estimate
the poses needed to enforce the hand-pose-invariance con-
straint and 2) classify which sign group is present in a video
sequence (see Fig. 2).

To estimate the reference hand poses (θhref , θ
h
ref ,i, and

θhref ,f ), our method selects candidate frames in the core part
of the sign using hand-keypoint detection confidences, and
it uses SMPLify-X (adapted to SL cropping) to reconstruct
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a preliminary 3D hand pose for each candidate frame. With
static hand poses, θhref is obtained by taking the average hand
poses of these candidates. With transitioning hand poses,
the core part of a sign is divided into two intervals, and θhref ,i

and θhref ,f correspond to the average hand poses of the can-
didate frames in the first and second intervals, respectively
(see Sup. Mat. for more details).

The constraints applied to each sign depend on its sign
group; we have six sign groups because classes 1a & 2a
share the same constraints, as do 2b & 3b (Tab. 1). There is
insufficient paired data to train a CNN classifier, so we use
an intuitive and interpretable decision tree trained on ex-
tracted 2D and 3D pose features. Our features are invariant
to the handedness of the signer and include: 1) the minimum
of the maximum height differences of each wrist across the
sequence: min({wr}max−{wr}min, {wl}max−{wl}min),
where wl and wr are the heights of the left and right wrists,
respectively. 2) the cosine distance between the initial poses
of each hand: CosDist(θrref ,i, θ

l
ref ,i), 3) the maximum of the

two cosine distances between each initial and final hand
pose: max(CosDist(θrref ,i, θ

r
ref ,f ),CosDist(θlref ,i, θ

l
ref ,f )).

We train our sign-group classifier on the over 3,000
videos from the Corpus-based Dictionary of Polish Sign
Language (CDPSL) [1]; these are annotated with Ham-
NoSys [21]. We construct a grammar to convert HamNoSys
annotations into our group labels (see Sup. Mat.) Row 1 of
Figure 3 shows a sample frame from CDPSL. This dataset
is not used in our quantitative analysis or perceptual study.

3.4. SGNify Extensions

First, we follow Huang et al. [23] to extend SGNify to
work on multi-view videos. Second, we propose a baseline
method for continuous SLC (CSLC). CSLC introduces ad-
ditional challenges, such as the segmentation of sentences
into signs; this is an active field of research. When a sen-
tence is given as input, we use Renz et al. [43] to segment
the input video and then process each segment with SGNify.
The first frame of each segment is initialized from the last
frame of the previous one. These extensions are not our
main contribution and are described in Sup. Mat.

4. Dataset

To quantitatively evaluate SGNify as a viable method for
SLC, we collected motion-capture data with ground-truth
SMPL-X bodies articulating signs. Our dataset represents
the first publicly available expressive full-4D capture of iso-
lated SL signs. The experimental procedure was reviewed
by the ethics council of the University of Tübingen without
objections or remarks (709/2021B02).

In consultation with a Deaf DGS teacher and a DGS in-
terpreter, we defined a German SL corpus consisting of 57
isolated signs. The selected signs cover a wide range of

Figure 3. Samples frames reconstructed by SGNify. The input
videos are from diverse multilingual datasets. Row 1: Polish SL
sign GDAŃSK (GDANSK, class 1a) from the dataset [1] used
for training our sign-group classifier. Row 2: DGS sign BLUME
(FLOWER, class 3b) from our captured dataset used in the quan-
titative evaluation. Row 3: ASL sign DOLL (class 0a) from the
dataset [47] used in the perceptual study. Row 4: South African
SL sign ARCHERY (class 2a) from the in-the-wild dataset [42].

Class 0a 0b 1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b
# Signs 12 3 14 3 11 2 10 2

Table 2. Number of signs captured for each class.

challenges for SLC, such as self-contact and self-occlusion.
Table 2 summarizes the number of signs collected for each
of the eight classes. Signs of subclass b are less common,
and this is reflected in our corpus.

We captured a native right-handed DGS signer with a
Vicon mocap system at 120 fps, synchronized with a frontal
4112×3008 RGB camera at 60 fps, framing an upper-body
view as typically found in SL video. The hands start and end
at rest at the signer’s sides, and each sign lasts between 1.7
and 3.5 seconds after trimming. In total, our dataset com-
prises 16,608 mocap frames and 8,304 RGB frames. To ob-
tain ground-truth SMPL-X meshes, we scanned the partic-
ipant in a 4D body scanner in several poses. The SMPL-X
mesh was registered to these scans and averaged to obtain
a personalized body-shape mesh. MoSh++ was then used
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Method Upper Body Left Hand Right Hand

FrankMocap [44] 78.07 20.47 19.62
PIXIE [17] 60.11 25.02 22.42

PyMAF-X [56] 68.61 21.46 19.19
SMPLify-SL 56.07 22.23 18.83

SGNify 55.63 19.22 17.50

Table 3. Evaluation on our ground-truth mocap dataset: mean
TR-V2V error (mm) for five methods and three body regions.

Method Sym Inv Left Hand Right Hand Both Hands

SMPLify-SL ✗ ✗ 20.30 18.78 19.54
SGNify ✓ ✗ 18.44 18.39 18.41
SGNify ✗ ✓ 19.76 17.16 18.46
SGNify ✓ ✓ 17.72 17.29 17.50

Table 4. Evaluating how the linguistic constraints of symmetry and
invariance affect mean TR-V2V error (mm) in symmetric signs.

Method Inv Left Hand Right Hand Both Hands

SMPLify-SL ✗ 26.09 18.89 20.50
SGNify ✓ 22.22 17.70 18.60

Table 5. Evaluating how the linguistic constraint of hand-pose
invariance affects mean TR-V2V error (mm) in asymmetric signs.

to fit this mesh to the mocap markers [34]. Marker-based
mocap is useful for evaluating ground truth but is not prac-
tical for SLC at scale: it is expensive and requires expertise,
the reflective markers attached to the signer can influence
contact-heavy motions, and processing the resulting data is
time consuming. If our monocular method can approach the
performance of mocap, it will be widely applicable.

5. Experiments
5.1. Quantitative Evaluation

We quantitatively evaluate SGNify, compare it with
state-of-the-art methods, and quantify the improvement de-
rived from each linguistic constraint. To emulate in-the-
wild data, which might have very low resolution, low fram-
erate, and an occluded lower body, we pre-processed our
high-quality video data to a resolution of 514 × 300 at 30
fps, and we cropped the input images above the pelvis (see
Row 2 of Fig. 3). We used the synchronized meshes cap-
tured from the observed Vicon markers [34] as ground truth
for evaluation. Since all tested methods estimate SMPL-X
meshes with the same topology, we compute the mean per-
vertex error (TR-V2V) by considering the vertices above
the pelvis. The prefix “TR” means that we translationally
align the mesh reconstructed for each frame with the ground
truth; i.e., we center the meshes before computing these er-
rors. Since the starting and ending transitions are not part of

the sign itself, we manually annotate the expressive central
portion of each sign from the raw videos and compute the
quantitative results on only these central frames (in total,
2,872 RGB frames).

Table 3 shows the mean TR-V2V error across the 57
signs for four methods and three body regions. The columns
labeled “Upper Body” report the error computed when con-
sidering the hands and the upper body (vertices above the
pelvis). We include the head but not the face because our
mocap system struggles to reconstruct face details using
only 27 markers. We separately report the TR-V2V er-
rors for the left and right hands because of the central role
they play in SL. We provide a visualization of the ver-
tices selected for each of these evaluations in Sup. Mat.
This experiment compares SGNify with FrankMocap [44],
PIXIE [17], PyMAF-X [56], and our baseline SMPLify-SL.
SGNify achieves the lowest error for the upper body and
both hands, beating the state-of-the-art methods.

Tables 4 and 5 show the improvements derived from each
linguistic constraint. Table 4 reports the mean TR-V2V
in symmetric signs (classes 1a, 1b, and 2a) when using
no constraints, i.e., SMPLify-SL (Row 1), only one con-
straint (Rows 2 and 3), or both linguistic constraints (Row
4). When one linguistic constraint is used, the TR-V2V of
both hands decreases. We observe that the symmetry con-
straint has the overall greater effect of the two. When the
non-dominant hand is passive, it is often rotated at an an-
gle difficult to capture from a frontal camera; this behavior
might explain the greater effect of the symmetry constraint
on the left hand. When both constraints are applied, we
observe a more substantial decrease in the TR-V2V error
of the left hand and a slight increase in the error of the right
hand compared to when only the hand-pose invariance is ap-
plied to the right hand. We believe this happens because the
symmetry constraint enforces symmetry between the two
hands without knowing which hand reconstruction is more
correct, and, for the same reason as above, detecting an ac-
curate RPS for the non-dominant hand is often more chal-
lenging; overall, however, using both constraints greatly
benefits the reconstruction. In Tab. 5, we separately evaluate
performance on signs that do not present symmetry between
the two hands (classes 0a, 0b, 2b, 3a, and 3b). As expected,
the invariance prior included in SGNify improves the per-
formance on all metrics. These quantitative results indicate
that our linguistic constraints improve the reconstructions.

5.2. Perceptual Study

We conduct an online perceptual study to 1) compare
SGNify with the best-performing state-of-the-art method
for SL and 2) evaluate the improvement derived from the
linguistic constraints (SGNify vs. SMPLify-SL). Even
though FrankMocap has a lower hand error than PyMAF-X
and PIXIE, it has significant errors in the lower body when
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the full body is not seen, and higher errors in the upper
body; these errors greatly affect the perceptual experience,
making it unsuitable for the SL task, as already noticed
in [31]. We thus use PyMAF-X since its hand-pose esti-
mates are more accurate than PIXIE (see Tab. 3).

Approval of all experimental procedures for this study
was granted by the Ethics Council of the Max Planck Soci-
ety under the Haptic Intelligence Department’s framework
agreement under protocol number F027A. No participants
are employed by our institution, and all are compensated
20 USD for their time.

Our study involves 20 adult participants who all stated
that they have an advanced level of proficiency (expert
level) in ASL. We discarded responses from other potential
participants who did not correctly recognize at least 70%
of the signs presented via real-person video. 15 of the fi-
nal 20 participants (75%) are Deaf, and one participant is
left-handed. Participant ages are 46.75 ± 11.78.

We used SGNify, SMPLify-SL, and PyMAF-X to re-
construct avatars from 50 videos taken from The Ameri-
can Sign Language Handshape Dictionary [47]; see Row
3 of Fig. 3 for an example. After responding to demo-
graphic questions, each participant evaluates the same six
training videos to calibrate their responses to the quality of
the presented reconstructions. We divide the remaining 44
signs into four batches (real-person RGB video, SGNify,
SMPLify-SL, and PyMAF-X) that are balanced by sign
class and sign frequency. We include real-person video to
obtain an upper-bound on recognition performance and, as
mentioned, to filter participants. We assign each partici-
pant to one of four surveys. Each survey contains all 44 test
signs, and the four methods are rotated through the four sign
batches across surveys. We further shuffle the questions in
each survey for each user.

The participant enters the sign they believe the avatar or
the real person is articulating in each video. They rate their
ease in recognizing the presented sign using a visual analog
scale (VAS) ranging from 0 to 100 with five standard la-
bels ranging from “very difficult” to “very easy.” They also
evaluate the naturalness of the articulation on a VAS-labeled
scale from “very unnatural” to “very natural.” Participants
are able to replay each video. We provide additional space
for comments for each sign and at the end of the study. The
self-reported participant carefulness is 84.45 ± 11.44 on a
scale from 0 to 100.

The sign annotations submitted by participants are
graded as either “incorrect” (no credit), “partially correct”
(half credit), or “completely correct” (full credit). We calcu-
late the rates at which each participant recognized the signs
for each method. We visualize the resulting 20 × 4 ma-
trix of recognition rates with box plots in the left plot of
Fig. 4. Participants recognize signs in real-person videos
with an average accuracy of 90.9% and signs reconstructed

by SGNify with 86.2% accuracy. Signs reconstructed with
SMPLify-SL and PyMAF-X are recognized less accurately,
at 74.8% and 62.0%, respectively. We evaluate the statisti-
cal significance of these recognition rates. Some distribu-
tions failed a Shapiro-Wilk normality test, so we used the
non-parametric Friedman test which shows that the method
used (real video, SGNify, SMPLify-SL, or PyMAF-X) has
a statistically significant effect (p < 0.001) on recognition
rate. Pairwise comparison with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
and a Bonferroni post-hoc correction reveal that the average
sign recognition rate with real video and SGNify are both
significantly higher than SMPLify-SL and PyMAF-X. Im-
portantly, sign recognition rates with real video and SGNify
are not significantly different from one another.

The central plot of Fig. 4 shows the participants’ per-
ceived easiness in recognizing the sign. These four distri-
butions passed the normality test and were analyzed with
a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with a Bonferroni
post-hoc correction for pairwise comparisons. As expected,
real videos are perceived to be significantly easier to rec-
ognize than the three reconstruction methods. However,
signs reconstructed with SGNify and SMPLify-SL are sig-
nificantly easier to recognize than those by PyMAF-X.

The right plot of Fig. 4 shows the participants’ perceived
naturalness of the articulation of the signs. All four distri-
butions passed the normality test, so they were analyzed in
the same way as perceived easiness. All methods are statis-
tically different one from another, with real video receiv-
ing the highest naturalness ratings, followed by SGNify,
SMPLify-SL, and PyMAF-X. Nearly all participants re-
ported in the comments that they want avatars with more ex-
pressive face motions and smoother hand and body motions.

These results show that SGNify outperforms the state-of-
the-art, PyMAF-X, in all qualitative metrics. Incorporating
SL linguistic priors into our baseline SMPLify-SL yields
statistically significant perceptual improvements, as judged
by 20 expert signers. Most importantly, SGNify achieves a
high sign-recognition rate that is not different from that of
real-person video on the selected set of ASL signs.

A few participants suggested having clothed (rather than
“nude”) avatars and introducing more human-like features.
We thus conduct a second perceptual study to see whether
these recommendations have a positive impact on the in-
telligibility of SGNify’s reconstructions. Thirteen partic-
ipants from the first study participated in this follow-up;
the study design is the same. The tested methods are the
real video and three different SGNify avatars: the solid pur-
ple avatar from the first study, the same avatar wearing a
black long-sleeved t-shirt, and a fully textured human char-
acter adapted from Meshcapade [2] (see Sup. Mat.). This
study comprises 24 signs (including the four for participant
training) from the same ASL dataset [47] but different from
those of the first study. Our results reveal that adding the
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Figure 4. Box plots of the data from the perceptual study. The circle shows the mean, and the central line shows the median. The top and
bottom box edges show the interquartile range (IQR), and the whiskers encompass the range up to 1.5 times the IQR. Outliers are marked
with +. Statistically significant pairwise differences are indicated with a line and a ⋆. Left: Distribution of the rate at which participants
recognized signs presented with each of the four methods. Real Video and SGNify achieve significantly higher recognition rates than both
SMPLify-SL and PyMAF-X. Center: Distribution of the average easiness ratings participants assigned to recognizing signs presented by
the four methods. All pairwise combinations except SGNify–SMPLify-SL are significantly different. Right: Distribution of the average
articulation naturalness ratings participants assigned to the four methods. All pairwise combinations are significantly different.

t-shirt and using a fully textured avatar do not benefit actual
or perceived sign recognition or the perceived naturalness
of the reconstruction. As in the previous study, recognition
of SGNify’s reconstructions were not statistically different
from real video.

6. Discussion
Our results show that SGNify performs quantitatively

better than the state of the art, in particular due to the in-
clusion of our novel linguistic constraints. However, we
believe that a per-frame metric is not ideal for SL. To rec-
ognize a sign, the temporal evolution is crucial, and this is
not captured by V2V. For example, the few slightly inac-
curate frames of the SMPLify-SL reconstruction of DOLL
(see video on our project page) confused many signers dur-
ing the perceptual study. Small changes over time can dis-
rupt perception, while overall V2V error remains small. In
the end, what matters is whether the meaning is clear to a
human. We think a perceptual study provides key insights
that complement metric evaluation. The perceptual study
indicated that SGNify significantly outperforms the state of
the art and, most importantly, produces the first 3D avatars
to achieve a sign-recognition accuracy that is not statisti-
cally different from the source videos. Our perceptual study
also highlights the next challenge for SLC: the need for im-
provements in the face including facial expressions, tongue
and eye movements, mouth morphemes, and eyebrows.

7. Conclusions
We present SGNify, which estimates 3D avatars of iso-

lated SL signs from monocular RGB video. Quantitative
and qualitative experiments show that SGNify outperforms
the state of the art in estimating challenging SL hand poses
by leveraging constraints derived from linguistics. SGNify
represents a step towards the capture of realistic 3D avatars
from SL videos in the wild. Future work should explore the
use of our constraints in training regression methods, real-
time processing, and continuous signing.
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